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The Shuttle Electric Power System Analysis Computer Program (SEPS) was
 
developed by TRW under JSC/TRW Task 542 for the Consumables Analysis Section
 
of the Mission Planning and Analysis Division. The SEPS program has two
 
major uses; first, to perform detailed load analysis including predicting
 
energy demands and consumables requirements when the Shuttle electric power
 
system isoperated and perturbed in accordance with premission flight plans;
 
and second, to perform parametric and special case studies on the Shuttle
 
electric power system. As an additional feature, the SEPS program can be and
 
has been used to analyze the ASTP Apollo electric power system. No program
 




The SEPS Computer Program is written inFORTRAN V for use on the UNIVAC
 
1108 under the EXEC II operating system.
 
Documentation of the SEPS program is divided into two separate volumes:
 
VOLUME I - PROGRAM MANUAL
 
Contains descriptions of each major subroutine of the
 
SEPS program including functional flow diagrams.
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This User's Manual defines how to use the SEPS Program.
 
Figure 1-1 depicts the functional flow diagram of the SEPS Program.
 
SEPS consists of two major parts referred to as Phase I and Phase II.
 
Phase I converts a mission event timeline into an electrical load profile
 
and Phase II provides distribution circuit and power source operating
 
points as a function of electrical loading and equipment parameters.
 
Section 2 defines SEPS Phase I data base requirements and formats,
 
procedure and activity definitions, and mission timeline input formats.
 




Section 4 defines run procedures and deck setups for Phase I,Phase II,
 
and combined Phase I/Phase IIruns.
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2.0 SEPS PHASE I
 
2.0 SEPS PHASE I
 
2.1 	 DISCUSSION 
The SEPS Computer Program Phase I converts a mission event timeline to 
an electrical load profile and provides subsystem and mission analyses of the 
power and energy demands for Shuttle missions. The analysis is based on a 28 
VDC load bus voltage. The program utilizes a data base which describes 
all Shuttle electrical power consuming equipment in terms of power requirements 
and relating all the equipment to subsystems. This data combined with a desired 
mission event timeline provides the basis for the output interface tape consist­
ing of event time point data and a listing of the activated components. The 
interface tape isutilized as the input driver for the Phase I COMUSE analyses 
and Phase II. The Phase I COMUSE analyses include the end of mission component, 
subsystem, and mission phase loads and energy summaries. The Phase I COMUSE 
analyses are discussed inSection 2.4 (FORMATTED PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION). Phase II 






2.2.1 	 Component Data
 
Data utilized to construct the component dictionary for the SEPS data base
 
was obtained from the Master Electrical Equipment List furnished by Rockwell
 
through JSC. The following characteristics of each component were used:
 
1. 	ID#- 1st two digits : Subsystem ID
 
2nd two digits : Rockwell ID
 








These were combined with a load assignment. Then, to make the datacomplete,
 
a power factor was assigned. These all combined make up the data for the
 
component portion of the data base. Refer to Table 2-1 for the punched card
 
format of this data.
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TABLE 2-1. COMPONENT DEFINITION CARD
 
COMPONENT DEFINITION CARD (1PER COMPONENT)
 















































































POWER CONSUMED @ 24. VDC
 
POWER CONSUMED @ 28. VDC
 
POWER CONSUMED @ 32. VDC
 
The SEPS computer program has the capability to handle a maximum of
 
50 DC (or DC equivalent) load assignments and 9 inverters. The load
 
numbers of 1 through 50 have been reserved for DC or DC equivalent loads.
 
Load numbers 52 - 54 have been reserved for 3@ AC loads. Load numbers
 
61-69 have been reserved for lj AC loads.
 
The SEPS AC load number grouping isas follows:
 
Load Number Type of Load Bus Assignments
 
52 3 AC AC #1
 
61 l AC AC #1
 
62 l AC AC #1
 
63 l AC AC #1
 
53 3 AC AC #2
 
64 l AC AC #2
 
65 l AC AC #2
 
66 l AC AC #2
 
54 3 AC AC #3
 
67 1 AC AC #3
 
68 l AC AC #3
 
69 l AC AC #3
 
The DC equivalent load for the AC components are specified by the assign­
ment of a particular load number and branch location in the circuit definition.
 






Procedures are collections of components grouped together for a specific
 
function. For example, those components having to do with G&N at lift-off would
 
be included in the same procedure.
 
The data required for a procedure is organized in the following manner.
 
The procedure is assigned a unique number and title. The numbers are similar
 
for procedures with similar functions; e.g.:
 
P110 G&H Baseline A (LO to LAND)
 








The corresponding component data follows the procedure number and title
 
card. This data includes:
 
1. 	 "Call" designation - e.g., "CP" - Component called from a procedure 
2. 	Component Number
 
3. Start Time: component "start" time can be "delta"-ed to start
 




4. 	Stop Time: same "delta" situation exists for stop time as for
 
start time. Stop time cannot be 00000.
 




7. 	Procedure ID: solely convenience feature to designate which
 
procedure a component belongs to when in card form.
 
Refer to Table 2-2 for procedure card format.
 
*NOTE 1: Signified by - sign preceding time delta on card
 




TABLE 2-2. PROCEDURE/ACTIVITY ELEMENT DEFINITION CARDS (2PER ELEMENT)
 
THE FORMATS OF THE PROCEDURE/ACTIVITY CARDS ARE AS FOLLOWS
 
CARD 1 
COLUMN TYPE DEFINITION 
1 ALPHA A INDICATES ACTIVITY DEFINITION 
P INDICATES PROCEDURE DEFINITION 
2 BLANK MUST BE BLANK 
4-10 INTEGER P/A ELEMENT NUMBER 
12-47 ALPHA TITLE (UP TO 36 CHARACTERS) 
CARD 2
 
1-2 ALPHA 	 CP - COMPONENT CALLED FROM A PROCEDURE
 
CA - COMPONENT CALLED FROM AN ACTIVITY
 
PA - PROCEDURE CALLED FROM AN ACTIVITY
 
SP - SWITCH CALLED FROM PROCEDURE
 
SA - SWITCH CALLED FROM ACTIVITY
 
3 	 Y - (ifcyclic card) 
4-10 INTEGER 	 COMPONENT NUMBER IF COLUMN 1 = C
 
PROCEDURE NUMBER IFCOLUMN 1 = P
 
IFCOLUMNS 9 AND 10 = O0 THEN ALL
 
COMPONENTS WHOSE FIRST 5 DIGITS AGREE
 




12-17 INTEGER START TIME IN HHHMM (PLUS OR MINUS)*
 
*NOTE: 	 This designation explained in
 
more detail in formal write-up
 
section on Procedure/Activity Cards.
 
TABLE 2-2. PROCEDURE/ACTIVITY ELEMENT DEFINITION CARDS (CONTINUED)
 






COLUMN TYPE DEFINITION 
18-23 INTERGER STOP TIME INHHHMM (PLUS OR MINUS)* 
24-28 REAL USE FACTOR (GE 0. AND LE 100.) 
29-34 R PERIOD 
35-40 R DECIMAL FRACTION OF ON TIME Applicable only to 
41-80 GROUPS OF FOUR COLUMNS (LLLV)**
 




*NOTE: Stop time not used if this is cyclic card.
 
**NOTE: LLL provide spaces for branch where switch
 






Activities are collections of procedures and/or components grouped
 
together by "mission phase" considerations. That is, procedures and
 
components grouped together which must be on at a particular time for a
 
specified duration to accomplish a mission objective. E.g.:
 
A 1000 Prelaunch to Landing - contains all those components and
 
procedures which must be on for entire mission; provides base load.
 
The Activity data is organized by:
 
1. 	Unique number and title
 








Phase I has the capability of controlling Phase II electrical power
 
analysis on different circuit configurations obtained through opening or
 
closing switches in the different branches. For example, all loads can
 
be fed by two fuel cells by closing some switches and opening others. The
 




The 	following data is required:
 
1. 	Card Type - "S"for switch 
2. 	Start Time - when the switch condition should change if not when 
switch card is "turned on". 




4. 	Switch Location - branch number.
 
5. Switch Value - 0 for open, 1 for closed.
 






Certain components will actually cycle on and off during a Shuttle
 
mission. Phase I analysis has the capability of simulating this activity
 
through the program. The following data appears on the cyclic cards:
 
1. 	Cyclic Identifier - Y"
 
2. Type of cyclic action
 
3. + for begin cyclic action
 






7. Period of cycle
 




The cyclic card format is shown in Table 2-2.
 
2.3 	 TIMELINE 
2.3.1 	 Source
 
Data utilized to create the timeline is gathered from two main sources.
 
First, JSC Mission description documentation provides the bulk of the timeline
 
information. From this source it is possible to obtain mission events and
 
durations. Also, timelines for burns and attitude changes are incorporated
 
into the SEPS timeline information to provide more detailed usage data for
 
specific subsystems and components. Second, data from JSC subsystem groups
 
are utilized to construct specific requirements portions of the timeline.
 
E.g., the correct heater and communications equipment usage is obtained by
 




As stated above, data from JSC documentation are utilized in forming a
 




procedures, and components are turned "on" and "off" at the appropriate
 
time according to the sequence. A "plus" sign signifies turn on of the
 
desired entity and a "minus" sign signifies turn off.
 
The following data appears in the timeline:
 
1. 	Timeline entity identifier - tells whether an activity, procedure,
 
or component is affected.
 
2. 	" or "-": turn on or off, respectively.
 




4. 	Time: MET at which operation occurs.
 
5. Title: Names activity, procedure or component affected.
 




Timeline events as constructed are further grouped to be used in larger
 
time blocks. All turn on/off times are "delta"ed to some base time value
 
determined from the mission descriptions. E.g.,
 
1. 	LO to Sortie - all operations referenced to zero
 
2. 	Sortie to End Sortie - all operations referenced to 51 hours (time
 
at which sortie begins as determined from Mission 2A description).
 
3. 	End Sortie to Touchdown - all operations referenced to 149 hours
 
(time at which sortie ops end for Mission 2A).
 
These can easily be made for any Shuttle mission and can be used to
 
analyze many different options. Refer to Table 2-5 for an example. A program,
 




2.4 	 FORMATTED PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION
 
The formatted printouts available from SEPS Phase I are discussed in
 
subsequent paragraphs and examples of each type of printed output are provided.
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TABLE 2-3. TIMELINE CARD FORMAT
 
THE FORMAT OF THE TIMELINE CARDS ISAS FOLLOWS
 
COLUMN PURPOSE 
1 T INDICATES THIS ISA TIMELINE CARD 
2 A/P/C/S INDICATES WHICH TYPE OF OPERATION TO PERFORM 
3-9 + BEGIN OPERATION 
- END OPERATION 
ACTIVITY/PROCEDURE/COMPONENT/SWITCH NUMBER 
10 MODE 
11-19 TIME IN HHHHHMMSS (PLUS OR MINUS) 
20 SPECIAL OPERATION FLAG * 
21-33 BLANK 
34-69 TITLE 
A TIMELINE CARD INITIATES ITS OPERATION AT ITS "START" TIME AND CONTINUES
 
UNTIL ITS "STOP" TIME AT WHICH TIME THE ACTIVE COMPONENTS ARE TURNED "OFF".
 
*NOTE: 	 If it is desired to turn a component or procedure off inan
 
different way than itwas turned on, Column 20 must contain
 
a non zero integer.
 
TABLE 2-4. CYCLIC TIMELINE CARDS
 




1 Y INDICATES THIS ISA CYCLIC CARD
 
2 A/P/C INDICATES WHAT TYPE OF CYCLIC ACTION
 
3-9 + BEGIN CYCLIC FUNCTION
 








20 SPECIAL OPERATION FLAG*
 
21-25 PERIOD OF THE CYCLE GIVEN INDECIMAL HOURS
 






A CYCLIC CARD BEGINS ACTION AT ITS "START" TIME AND CONTINUES UNTIL THE CYCLIC COMPONENTS
 
ARE TURNED "OFF". SEE DISCUSSION OF TIMELINE OPERATIONS.
 
*NOTE: 	 Only ifCol. 20 > 0, can components concerned be turned off outside of the
 
procedure/activity through which they are turned on.
 
TABLE 2-5. EXAMPLE OF MISSION PHASE ACTIVITY
 
MISSION 2A OPTION 1 (DT 51)
 
TP- 217 0000000 RCS 01 TO ENTRY (OFF)
 
TP+ 114 0140000 STARTRACKER ALIGN W RCS (ON)
 
TP+ 114 0380000 STARTRACKER ALIGN W RCS (ON)
 
TP+ 114 0620000 STARTRACKER ALIGN W RCS (ON)
 
TP+ 114 0860000 STARTRACKER ALIGN W RCS (ON)
 
TP- 820 0980000 PAYLOAD OBSERVATION (OFF)
 
TP+ 217 0980000 RCS 01 TO ENTRY (ON)
 
-I) 
Any of the formatted printouts can be selected or omitted for printing at the
 
option of the user. The first six tables are outputs available from SEPS
 






OUTPUT PROVIDED AT EACH LOAD CHANGE
 
1. 	Load Summary (Table 2-6) - The Load Summary output occurs whenever
 
a component has cycled ON or cycled OFF. It prints the power level
 
of each subsystem after the component has cycled and the power output
 
required from each fuel cell. The following defines the various
 
sections of the Load Summary output:
 




b) Subsystems that presently require power
 
c) Ac and dc total load requirements
 
d) Fuel cell power required
 
OUTPUT PROVIDED AT THE END OF EACH MISSION PHASE
 
1. Active Components at End of Mission Phase (Table 2-7) - This output
 
lists the components that are active at the end of the mission phase.
 
It provides a vehicle electrical component configuration check for
 
verification of subsystems and program status.
 
OUTPUT PROVIDED EVERY 24 HOURS OF MISSION TIME
 
1. 	Power vs Time Graph (Table 2-8) - The graph is printed every 24 hours
 
of elapsed mission time and provides a plot of the electrical power
 
required during that time period. This graph gives a pictorial view
 




TABLE 2-6. LOAD SUMMARY TABLE
 
Al ih1ML 32.9B00 P01141 1307 THE FOLL04 ,46 LUtpONENT5 HAVE CMANGLD CUNUITI(104
 
NMECOMPONENT NO., COMPONENT 	 LOAD NO. CCLOPLATE NO LOAD VALUE PROCEDURE CALLED 
N 	 I -221-oo 0.d.qeoo
 
2*50 TAIN HTRS-F*0 3001 S*JTCNLD ofF 	 0 
a DOD -221500 0 ?21980013ani S*ITCHEO OFF 

a 221503 TANK HIRS-rAD 23001 SlITCHLQ oFF 0 .0000 "291S00 0 32.9800 
£1101 0 32.9833 
221502 TANK HTRS.FrO 

6l SwITCHED ON 	 I 6Oo000 

1 4,O000 21201 0 32.9b33

21101 5..AN.D FM AMIl 

PROC 	 6101 SWITCHED ON21201 5-bAND FM SIGNAL 	 4 
CALLEDACTIVITY. PROCEDURE ORCOMPONENT TIME CALLED 
T 

RLWUIKLU OUTPUT A TInL 32.9800
 
SYSTEM I V114560 SYSTEM 2 50.60c 5YST J 1DJ7.O0J6 SYSTEM f 512.7200 











































ITOTAL UC LOAD S 1
 
c 3IUAL AC LOAD 	 9 6
 
.4366 
d jOTAL FUEL CLLL REQUIHEMENT 'ZJ3.u238 
TABLE 2-7. ACTIVE COMPONENTS AT THE END OF MISSION PHASE
 
S E ONPONINTCOMMENT NO. jCW N X9 LADIN -PAT 8* OAD L0000 
1 000 CI00 COMPONINI 
7 
tot03 N0100,00000 	 ulolal1 

4005 100.00000 gb.oOOG ACTIVE COMPONMENI
IO,3I STAR TRACKERS 

1S.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
6 00 100.00000 

IUJJJ STAN TRACKERb gool 100.00000 1*O.OO0 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
10332 STAR TRACKERS 

5ODY RAIL SENSOR 	PAIS ql 00.000o0 .20000 ACTIVE COMPONENT1oaI 	 1 ACTIVE CMPONFNLI




*OOt RATE 	SENSOR PK4 6 2 
t03 10.0000. 

0049 BOUT R"TL SENSOR PKG 4101 100.00000 b.20o0o ACTIV COMPONENT
 




105G IUDWV RATE 	SENSOR PAS 

BUOY RATE SENSOR PK4 9103 100.00000 6.20000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
11001 UhS VC DRIVER UNIT 
10.06 

flaI joo.UOOOc 9.0OoOo ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
100.000 	 9.000O0 ACTIVE COMPONENT




5202 o0.00000 20.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
IIU3 OHS TVC 	UOIVIR UNIT 3103 
2060I AUDIO CENTER 

20bU2 AUDIO CLIITLR 
 7202 100.00000 20.00000 ACTIVL COMPONENT 
00.00000 13300000 ACTIVE COMPONENT20701 SIGNAL PROCESSOR 26201 

2O060 PAYLOAD dATA INYERLEAVR 101101 
 100.00000 20.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
1Z101 100.0000C .0000 ACTIVE COMPONENT21431 SIIAIJO IULTIPLEXER 

41202 S"OA1ID MULTIPLIEN 
 2M0E 100.00000 .40OO0 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
2Mal 00.00000 IS.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
21303 S-BAIO ACUR IlORSI NEC 2 

21304 S-BAIID XCUR ITONSI XNIT 
2 26102 100.00000 220.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
21401 vHV* *BAID KILR RF SoS 26101 100.00000 8.90000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
21301 USa XPON. LEC NASA 24201 100.00000 7.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
22J3Z UbO XPoNUI XMIT NASA 26201 100.00000 21.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
22401 VOIC PROCESSOR 
 24101 	 100.00000 S.0o ACTIVE COMPONENT
 




22402 VOICE PROCESSOR 	 26iol 

24101 00.0O00011 40.00000
225,11 DIGI COMM 	PROCESSOR 






1,120 USB DECODER 26102 100.00000 1 .00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
30102 2 ON 3 AXIS AST UIR 0ND 

22601 US8 DECODER 

43oI 100.00000 25.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 
'- 31401 UTY IND OHS/RCS 530 IOO.ooooo 6.oodoo ACTIVE COMPONENT 
31501 CAUT * WARNING UNIT 24101 	 100.00000 30.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT 




31401 rERF RON LLECT UNIT 
4301 OO.00000 

'303 100OO000 S .00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
31701 HISSOII 	TIMERS 

31702 MISSION 	TIMERS 

7301 I00.0000 1.50000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
3iuO2 EVENT TIHLRS 

31701 CRT DISPLAY UNITS 
 4301 100.00000 60.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
7301 100,00000 60.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
S31902 CRY DISPLAY UNITS 













2S301 100.00000 120.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
32102 DISPLAY PRILLSSORS 
 27301 300.00000 1ZO.OU0O ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
32202 OISPLAr CPLR DR UNITS 
 27301 100.00000 20,00000 ACTIVE 	COMPONENT
 
COMPONENT
6301 100.00000 3.s6400 ACTIVE 

29301 100.00000 2.00000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
32902 ROT HAND CONTR 

33002 CONIRL ENCOR/CPLR UNIT 

33301 FLI DECK FLOOD LIGHTS 4331 100.00000 1.S0000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
33302 FLY DECK tLOOU LIGHTS 	 5301 100.00000 I.SO00 ACTIVE COMPDNENT
 1.60000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
33303 FLY DECK 	 LOU LIGHTS 4A01 100.00000 

fLT DECK FLOOD 	LIGHTS 7301 10000000 1,50000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
33J0 

DECK FLOOD LIGHTS 1301 100.00000 I.Sooo ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
33306 FLT DECK FLOOD LIGHTS y30I 100.00000 i.S100 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 
33307 FIT DECK FLOOD LIGHTS 4)03 100,00000 ,50000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
 




601 100.00000 I.sdoOo ACTIVE COMPOIENT
 
6301 100.00000 .90000 ACTIVE COMPONENT
33401 FLI DECK FLOOD LTS 

334T2 FLT DECK FLOOD TS 












~-SOLID LINE ADDED FOR CLARIFICATION
 
O, o12. 14.0 20. 24.
 
MIS51ON TIME IHRS) FOR MISSION DAY I
 
OUTPUT PROVIDED AT THE END OF THE MISSION
 
1. Active Components Upon Completion of Mission (Table 2-9) - This
 
output lists those components that are still active at the end of
 
the mission. This provides a check on the timeline sequence used
 
to verify that the Shuttle is in the proper deactivated configuration.
 
2. Active Component Listing (Table 2-10) - This output lists all
 




3. Subsystem/Mission Phase Analysis (Table 2-11) - This output compares
 
each subsystem power demand to total vehicle power usage during each
 
mission phase. The subsystems are listed with average power,
 
maximum power and percent of total power.
 
4. Component Usage Listed by Decreasing Percent of Energy Used (Table 2-12)
 
This output provides a power summary for all components, ranking them
 




5. Subsystem Usage Summary (Table 2-13) - This output lists all electrical
 
components by subsystem with a power summary (power required, use
 
factor, time activated, energy required) of each component.
 
6. Subsystem Summary by Mission Phase (Table 2-14) - The summary lists
 
each subsystem with its energy demand for all mission phases.
 
7. Component/Time Input Listing - SEPS provides echo capability of the
 




Phase I of the SEPS Program provides a plot tape of time (MET) versus
 
various load parameters defined at 28 volts d-c. Table 2-15 defines the
 






TABLE 2-9. ACTIVE COMPONENTS UPON COMPLETION OF MISSION
 
cOnPuNEETb &MJCH HAVL NOT BEEN Dt-ACTIBATED AT HISSluN LND 
0 2u0201 HAIN EN.INL "LATERS IlI SWITCH CONDII A 





THERMAL CONTROL hTRS 
CAT OLD HIR6 
CAT UE(I HIRS 





























SWITCH CONDIIIUN I 
220U3 
221101 
CAT OLD "IO 
TANK HT~b AFT 






221102 TANK HTHS AFT Ii S5ITCA CONDIIIUN d 
221103 
221104 
TANK HTNS Aft 




SWITCH COtU0T 1 N 4 
501301 AUR MOTUR PUMPS 11 ON) II) flITC$ CONUT IjUN 
bQI3O2 AUX MOTOR PUMPS (I ON) 01 StiTCh CONOITLJN I 
I' bOI&OI WATEIh BOILER HTR ('4) SWITCH CONDIIIUN 2 
) t,0I602 WATEN BOILER nTRS 141 SWITCH CONDITION 
501&03 WATLH BOILER HTRS 1I4 SWI CH CQNUITIQN 4 
h0160q ATER BOILER HTRS &1 SW4ITCH CONDITION 
60oif11 AFT AVIONICS NTR (II SWITCH CONOLTIQN -. . 






o rCOMPONENT NAME 
IIU TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
HUMI, 
I 





TOTAL. ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
I 
II 
10301 STAN ThACKEfR TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNI I 
IL302 STAN TRACKERS TOTAL ACTIVATION COUINT IO 
10303 STAN TRACKERS TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT I 
I06V 1 130T RATE SENSOk PKG TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 2 
IL6L2 BODY HATE SENSO PKG TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 2 
IOtU3 BODY RAIL SENSOR PKG TOTAL ACTIVATION CoUNT 2 
10604 BODY RATE SLNSON PKG TOTAL ACTIVAT|In1 cOUNT I 
1060 BODY RATE SENSOR PK, TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT I 
106U6 BUOU HATE SENSOR PKG TOTAL ACTIVATION LOUNT I 
ICbU7 BOY RANTE SLNSOR PKG TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT II 
IubOa 
IC6U9 
BODY RATE SENSOR PKG 









ACCEL PKG..URHAL LATERAL 








IbhO ACCEL PKG.NORMAL 
LATERAL 
ACCLL PKG.NONAL LATERAL 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 





ACCLL PKG.NOkHAL LATERAL 









ACCEL PKG-NOHMAL LATERAL 









ACCLL PKG-NORAL LATERAL 
ACCLL PKG-NORMAL LATERAL 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
I 
10810 ACCEL PKG6NORMAL LATERAL TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT I 
I10I 
101 
ACCEL PKG-NOHAL LATERAL 




ACTIVATION COUNT I 




ANGLE Of ATTACK PROBE 
OHS TVC DRIVER UNIT 
OHS TVC DRIVER UNIT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
I 
Io 















Mps TVC DRIVER UNIT 
MPS TVC DRIVER UNIT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 














TVC DRIVER UNIT 
TVC DRIVER UNIT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 
I 
I 




ALRO SURFS DRIVEN UNIT' 
AERO SURFS oIVER UNIT 
AERO SUIIFS DRIVER UNIT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COONT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 







AENO SURFS oHIVLR UNIT 
OKUP OPTICAL UNIT 
PITOT STATIC PROBE 
TOTAL ACTIVATION cOUNT 
TOTAL ACTIVATION COUNT 





TABLE 2-11. SUBSYSTEM/MISSION PHASE ANALYSIS 
HISSIUN PIA5E a 
RLhOLlVUVS+U4CK|MU 
FNOM 19.20 HOnUNS MLT IU 6l.oo hOURS ME1 















IULUANCE, NAVI(.AIION, AN- CUITHUL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
UIbPLAY AND LUNdOLS 
OPLtAIIUNAL F414T INSTHN$LNTAII0N 
ELLCINILAL V'UAI DISI AhO C.uJTNOL 
OAIA IROCESSIN 
PAYLUAU MA6AbLMEnT 
ORbit MArLUVRlINU SSYIEH 
HEACTIUN CONtIUL SYSTIM 
POALK 6ENERATION SYSTEM 
POiEN REACT SO1 AND DISI 
















































TOTAL KAH RLIUIIEU FOK MISSION PHASE 









TIlL OF PEAK POA(.t 23,97833 HiOURS 
ORIGNAUPAGml IS 
TABLE 2-12. COMPONENT USAGE LISTED BY DECREASING PERCENT OF ENERGY USED
 
COMPONENT USA& KSTED BY DECNLASING PERCENT Of P0m£Y USED
 
COMPONENT COMPONENT oSCRIPTION COMPONENT REF AVERAGE TOTAL COMP ENERGY PERCENT or ACCUNuLATED 
NUMBER POAER LOAD USE ACTOR ON TIME REQUIREO TOTAL MISSION PERCENT 
4 .ATTSI NO 4PERCENTI IHOURSg INATT HOURSI ENERGY REQUIRED 
A SOIIGZ AUX MOTOR PUMPS dl bAI 970.00 IS 99.9999 69,54SS .6j5900fl5 S.2375076 S.liIS074 
a S01301' AUX MOTOR PUMPS II ) ?70,00 i 99t9999 691S965 8a6859060105 $237506 I*,?4609s52 
3 101101 CABIN HEATER 1000.00 3 99,9999 12.0661 112066726405 40997J99 50424?560 
'4 400101 CABIN FANS 319.00 S2 49.9998 167T.97 .I48oS00 4.*4B'494 20.244As|9 
6 70102 BASIC COMPUTER tiAXI 400.oo 27 99.9999 107.9147 *47j6576tos ..OSOOl1 2403197229 
















































13 300S01 FtP PUMpS 180,00 30 99.9999 147.9167 3aZ24961005 1.8226121 43,7132482 
14 3117O2 MIMS 02 Oo0 2 30.0000 67,94167 ,2518746305 1.S.B7764 0S,3202416 
15 3II701 HTRS 02 500,00 I 300000 1679167 ,isI87'3*0S IS8776 44.SoSOOO 




















19 32102 DISPLAY PROCESSORS 120.00 27 99.9999 167.9147 .2014997105 12110217 S2.016l782 
20 32101 DISPLAY PROCESSORS 120.00 26 99,9999 167,917 *2oI9t7l$oS 2O360217 S3,3039910 
21 401302 AVIONICS BAY FANS AFT 80.00 13 149,999S 147,9167 ,2ol1997005 1,21$0212 645.1142bO 
22 40301 AVIONICS BAY FANS AFT O,.00 2 1490918 147,9147 201I997005 1.2150212 6SS7334i21 
23 401203 AVIONICS BAY FANS FRO 64,70 54 INV.999@ 167,9167 ,3429621'.0S *9324q83 16.742'U0O 
214 01202 AVIONICS DAY FANS FRO 4.7o 63 149.9996 67,9167 16a904267+05 ,932643 57,4989379 
25 40I20i AVIONICS BAY FANS FAD 6470 62 149,9998 147,9147 ,14294217405 .9026493 5I.4115586 
26 01 1014 *ASTLEPOT WATER i60.0 ZB 79.5316 39,5923 .14 6649-05 .8734697 51.559151 
27 401)03 *ASTE*POT IATER 46000 26 79,5316 39,5923 .14481444905 .8734097 4O420 4O43 
28 400301 MAIER PUMPS 3.O 614 1141.999a 167.9161 13309358#0S '800517 A1.2333560 
29 60503 LOAD CONTR ASSY-AFT 75.0o 3 99.9999 347,914 .1219373206 0S793163 41.912740 
30 60502 LOAD CONTR ASSY-AFT 75.00 2 99,9999 l4709967 ,l2593732o65 ,7S93383 62.7521319 




60903 LOAD CONTR ASSY'F*O 
402 LOAD CONTR ASS T-FWO 



















35 40302 PCM MASTER UNIT 60.00 28 99.9999 117.91A7 *Io074,69+0 .607510* 44,3171939 
36 31902 CRT DISPLAY UNITS 40,0o 7 99,9999 94799147 1IO0701989+05 4075106 47.004705 
37 31901 CR1 DISPLAY UNITS 40.00 4 99.9999 147,9947 Io0749B9+OS .6075108 &7.4122150 
38 42801 AFt AVIONICS HIR 400.00 I 100,0000 23,2011 $9210200O0 .5619992 481713140 
39 
40 
210902 THERMAL CONTROL HTRS 















41 401501 INSTRUMENTATION 50.00 I 94,9999 47,914?67 13951219404 '5042629 49.7I91963 
42 70402 AUX MEMORY I14KI 50,00 27 9.19919 147,9147 ,B39SI2A9Oq .506289 70.2932043 
43 
44 
70401 AUX MEMORY iN4K) 
200Z03 MAIN ENGINE HEATERS 
10.00 26 











45 200202 MAIN ENGINE HEATERS 300.o 2 ioD.0000 23,0907 4927277+04 0177037 71.49f14 
TABLE 2-13. SUBSYSTEM USAGE SUMMARY
 
CupONENT iSAGF LhTE,) BY gU8bYSTlh 
L1Vl.RNMLtfAL CNITROL ANR LIFL SUP 
CUMI "W',I 
JUL . 
COIpHO'&t ot .S0ciP1 LOR COtiPOLt.T I 
















40JI31 CAIN VANS 
h L',.' (AdlN FANS 
4Li'loi Chaltd FANS 
43do!b CAJIN PHLSS.'42 STOP 
4DO26.2 CAbIN PigLSSNZ+10T1 
IU02-u, CABIN F'4c55 N4 hl0a 
'lOU,, 6AILR PUMPS 
43. .5 52 
43JU65 '51 
































89 4U1r2JiAIL4OUJJ "AILA PUMPSPUMPS 71.6£S271.65 53 .oOOO.0000 'o00O.0000 
.OcOOOO0
.00O0000 .0000000OOOUOO0 



















1110 ,UBLIMATUN SiSTEh 
.212 SUdLIMATO$ 5tSTLh 
1.20 SUBLINATOR SYSTcA 
1,20 SUBLIHATOR SVISTE 










































'10650 h2U SUbLIMATON SYSTLf 
4DUlO SPACE RAU CUNTR VLVh 
4G06L2 SPACE WAG CuNrt tLYS 

















































96s0J AIIIUSIA Co14TH DOAIVLV 
4009GI t-ASIL MMT 
'100L2 AASTE t"MT 
4009c3 oASTL 4DT 
4bDU(49,ASIE ,I1i T 
40O9GS OASlE HOT 
'10091,6 AASL IkitI! 
4iGt FOOD HUltT 
401002 FOOD MGbT 
401001 FOOD MGM? 
401uO4 FoDO UNiT 
4C1101 r.ASTE+POT ,uAILR 
%'4IL2 I.ASTLP01 nATEk 
4010J tASIE-PT .AIEH 
901204 WASIE-POT .ATER 
401201 AVIONICS DAY FANS IO 
12I2 AVIONICS BAY FAltS 1wD 
1012G AVIONICS BAY FANS ft.D 
401301 AVIONICS BAY FA115 AT 
413302 AVIONICS oAY FANS AfT 

















































































































TOTAL MISSION TIME .16191667*03 HOURS
T(I1.L LNLHCY cOtSUtLL bY ALL COf.PONEtTS *36791615.06 SATT HOURS 

9u A4 TABLE 2-14. SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY BY MISSION PHASE 
SUBSYSEM U'flAQ SUMMARY BY MISSION PHASE
 
MISSION PHASE I THRU I0
 
SYSTEM SYSTEM DESCIPTION 	 I 2 3 It S 6 7 8 9 In
 
KWH KOH KIN KWH KWH KIM KIH KIH KOH KoH
 
1S3.:4 S9foI7 473,30 473.20 511.30
I GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL SiSS 484.43 Se017 4366 47679% 





3 DISPLAY AND CONTROLS J226405 464.S6 707,21 903.,69 6&423 7610? 1147.73 617,71 6j469 

4 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT INbTRUIENTATION 573.58 523.12 S23912 23.12 S233Z 62360* 523.J2 $23012 623.32 S23.12
 
900 .00 00 .00 000 .00 	 .00 .00 .00 .00




7 DATA PROCESSING 256$$06 1460.00 1j69.63 11122B 44.33 1597.29 1739.56 1460.00 140.00 IS4iaSs 
a PAYLOAD MANAGEMENT .03 .00 too 00 .00 6o0 00 #00 .00 $00 
9 UNMANNED KIT .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 tOO .00 .00 .00 n0 
IS EXTERNAL TANK ICY) 	 36,24 280.00 70,77 00 000 o .00 t0 .00 .00
 
6 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER ISRBI to0 .O0 .00 t00 o .00 '00 .00 .00 .00 
20 hAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM 332,43 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
21 ORBIT HANEUVLING SYSTEM 62.52 206.6k 89,20 1q2.74 32.46 20534 418jt9 DO0 .00 134.60 
22 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 13,51 493.a4 332.o7 126,04 269.40 366.0 313.93 3S2.4* 325,24 )I.SZ
 
Z3 AIR BREATHING ENGINE SYSTEM .00 .00 .00 .00 oo .00 .00 Do 






30 PONER GENERATION SYSTEM ',2101,62 360,22, 380.22 380.22 380-22 380.22 380.22 Q22 310.22 310.22
 
31 POWE REACT STOR AND DIST 351,88 417.00 417,00 417.00 417.00 417.00 437.00 41I,00 W17.00 437,00
 
32 AUX POWER UNIT 	 402,08 600,00 337156 .00 D0 .00 400 .00 
 900 o00
 
40 ENVIRONMLNTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUP 1689,57,400,0S 4102.284 207,26 2647o22 2164.29 216,59 32124,1 2416o7 262.9
 
SO HYDRAULICS POAER SYSTEM 27,67 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .00 D00 1072,04 13$2,66
 
SI DOCKING AND CARGO HNDLG .00 .00 .00 0000 .00to 0 00 
 .00 too
 
00 too too 00
52 MECHANICAL SYSTEM AND LOG 119,53 2540.00 441.95 .00 .00 00 





2 Total dc load 
3 Total fuel cell load includes losses 
4 Fuel cell 1 load 
5 Fuel cell 2 load 
6 Fuel cell 3 load 
7-106 Subsystem load 
28
 
2.6 	PHASE I INTERFACE TAPE
 
Phase I of the SEPS Program provides as an output an interface tape which
 
contains event time point data including time, loads, power factors, and
 
circuit switch positions to drive Phase IIthrough a defined mission timeline.
 
Associated with this interface tape, a compacted component dictionary built in
 
Phase I is required and it can be stored on the interface tape or on another tape
 
The storage location of the compacted dictionary and the interface tape is
 
controlled by user and is defined to the program through the "units" card.
 




3.0 SEPS PHASE 11
 




The SEPS Phase II program integrates a collection of math models that
 
define the operating characteristics of the power sources, distribution, and
 
equipment of the input electrical power system. This provides the capability
 
of simulating the total electrical power system with which system design and
 
design/mission requirements compatiblity can be analyzed and parametric
 
studies performed by making variable data and timeline changes. The program,
 
using an input circuit definition of the electrical power system, solves the
 
electrical circuit at each defined time point to a defined load configuration.
 
The derived information is then provided as output data.
 
The 	Phase II outputs available to the user are:
 
1. 	FORMATTED PRINTOUT - dc DISTRIBUTION NETWORK, SOURCE, AND
 
INVERTER STATUS printout occurs whenever Phase II is run.
 
2. 	CRYOGEN USAGE - printout occurs whenever Phase II is run. 
3. 	INTERFACE TAPE - Similar to Phase I interface tape and is available 
at user option. 
4. 	COMUSE - Requires interface tape and is available at'user option.
 
5. CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS - User Option
 
The inputs for Phase II operation can be grouped in the following categories:
 




3. 	CARD TIMELINE DATA
 
4. 	PROGRAM OPTION CARD DATA
 
5. 	INTERFACE TAPE DATA
 









INPUT/OUTPUT FLOW DIAGRAM OF SEPS PHASE II
 





OPTION CARDS (Card Deck) 












PHASE II OUTPUT 

(Network Analysis, INTERFACE 






















Phase II can be operated in three different modes dependent upon what
 
type of timeline is used. The three modes are:
 
1. 	Card deck timeline mode - Would be used to perform simple parametric
 
studies of the electrical power system. A sample listing of input
 
deck is shown in Appendix D.
 
2. 	Interface tape timeline mode - Would be used to perform mission
 
analysis. A sample listing of input deck is shown in Appendix E.
 
3. 	Interface tape with timeline adjustments mode - Would be used to
 
perform system contingency operation analysis and equipment design/
 
mission requirements capability. A sample listing of input deck is
 
shown in Appendix F.
 
3.2 	PHASE II INPUT DATA
 
3.2.1 	 Circuit Definition
 
A description of the dc distribution circuit and a definition of an
 
associated inverter system is provided as input to Phase II. The dc
 
distribution circuit is defined in terms of branches and the elements contained
 
in each branch (such as sources, loads, diodes, etc.). The inverter system is
 
defined in relation to the dc circuit and in terms of the number of inverters,
 
the number of associated dc loads, the number of ac buses, which inverter is
 
connected to which ac bus and where the input inverter dc load is to be applied
 
within the dc circuit.
 
3.2.q.I 	 Circuit Elements
 
The elements that are used to make up the circuit description are
 
categorized by sources and loads. A maximum of twelve sources in a circuit
 
description can be handled by Phase II. The type sources that can be used in
 
the circuit description are:
 
1. 	Fuel Cell - maximum of 5
 
2. 	Battery - maximum of 6 (2 types of I-V curves allowed)
 
3. 	Other - maximum of 12, these are simulated by an input I-V curve for
 
each source (such as a transformer rectifier). Maximum of 2 input I-V
 








1. dc equipment loads - includes constant power, constant resistance and
 
three point load data.
 
2. ac inverter and ac equipment loads - in the circuit analysis, these
 
loads are converted to the amount of dc power required for ac
 
operation including efficiency losses (cannot be combined with other
 
loads in the same branch).
 
3. Remote Power Controller (RPC) - includes a voltage drop, forward
 
resistance, reverse resistance and no-load resistance.
 




5. Battery charger - Load required to recharge battery, value changes
 
to zero charge load when SOC reaches 100%. (cannot be combined with
 
other loads in the same branch)
 
6. Line loss - line resistance between two nodes.
 
A total of fifty DC LOADS can be used indeveloping the input circuit
 
description. A LOAD can be any combination of the components listed above
 
with the exception of the two (2 and 5)so stated above.
 
3.2.1.2 Distribution Circuit Description
 
The distribution circuit isdefined interms of branches and nodes.
 
This information isprovided as an input to the computer program. For
 
Phase II,a branch isdefined as an electrical circuit path that contains
 
an element (source, loads, line resistance, etc.,) and a switch. A node is a
 




Figure 3-2 is a typical circuit that contains most of the elements available
 
for program circuit analysis. Some general rules that must be followed in
 
describing the circuit in branches and nodes are:
 
1. Loads used for the charger and those used for inverter dc loads
 
cannot be used for any other loads.
 
2. Branch switches and lead resistances will have the same number as the
 











3. Each branch will contain a switch and a lead resistance and the value
 




4. A load cannot be included in a branch that contains a source.
 
5. All real (R)data values must have a decimal point.
 
6. Maximum of 30 nodes (including ground or reference node)
 
7. Maximum of 9 inverters
 
8. Maximum of 100 branches
 
9. Maximum of 12 sources
 
10. 	 Maximum of 50 loads
 
11. 	 Maximum of 100 diodes including RPC's
 
12. 	 The Branches which contain a source, the current flow must be defined
 
from the lower voltage to the higher voltage node.
 
13. 	 Branches which contain a diode or a RPC, the current flow definition
 
must be in the positive direction of diode or RPC flow.
 
14. 	Data on each card should start in column 2.
 
15. 	 Sources are to be numbered consecutively with a maximum number of 12.
 
Figure 3-3 shows the typical circuit with the circuit defined interms of
 
branches, nodes and elements required for coding into the SEPS program.
 
3.2.1.4 Circuit Input Data
 
The data describing the circuit is read from a card image tape file or
 
from 	a card deck input to the data tape through program WLCCIT in forming a
 
new file on the data tape. To develop the tape file, the format used to input
 
the circuit description is a Free Field Format, i.e., each value is to be
 
separated by a comma, all data must be listed inproper sequence on each card,
 
and all data must be present even if the value iszero or blank. The end of
 
each 	card is used as a comma. Figure 3-4 shows the required card deck set up
 
and Figure 3-5 states what data information is to be included on each card.
 






FIGURE 3-3. BRANCH/NODE/ELEMENT CONFIGURATION OF SIMPLE CIRCUIT
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NAME GIVEN TO CIRCUIT
 




I 2. 	No. of Reference Nod6
 
I 3. 	No. of Inverters (maximum of 9)
 
I 	 4. No. of the Load reserved for the battery charger.
 








I 2. Branch Nos. containing the d-c Loads (each branch
 
number seperated by a comma)
 
I 3. Inverter numbers associated with the above dc LOAD
 
(listed in corresponding sequence as branches)
 




I 2. Inverter No. (relative no.) connected to AC Bus 1
 
I 3. Inverter No. (relative no.) connected to AC Bus 2
 
I 4. Inverter No. (relative no.) connected to AC Bus 3
 
R. 	 1. One under voltage limit for each node (number of
 
nodes taken from card 1). If no under voltage limit
 
applies, use -10. for the limit. Separate each
 
value by a comma. Use as many cards as necessary.
 
I 1. Branch number (maximum and largest allowable is 100)
 
I 2. Node number from which current flows
 
I 3. 	Node number into which current flows
 
1 4. 	Source number (maximum and largest allowable is 12)
 
I 	 5. Source type (Type 1 = Fuel cell, Type 2 = Battery, 
Type 3 = OTHER 1, Type 4 = OTHER 2) 
1 	 6. Relative source number (relative to type, such as
 
fuel cell 1, 2 and 3) (maximum of 5 fuel cells and
 














DEFINITIONS I 7. Load number (maximum and largest allowable is 50)
 




R 9. Lead resistance of branch (minimum value of .0005)
 
R 10. Diode or RPC voltage drop
 
R 11. Diode or RPC forward resistance
 
R 12. 	 Diode or RPC back resistance
 
R 13. 	 RPC no load resistance value at 28 volts which is
 
to be used to calculate RPC no load 'power loss
 
R 14. 	 Branch current limit
 
I 15. 	 Switch position of branch switch (initial condition) 
(closed = 1,open = 0) 
END CARD 1. This card is used to end the circuit definition.
 
Place a - 10 followed by 14 commas on the card.
 




FIGURE 3-6.- INPUT CARD LISTING - EXAMPLE-­
4_
DATE PRIORITY TRW SYSTEMS CARDSTOCK, ,o._L o, 
NAME -POLM HOUSTON COMPUTING CENTER FPLAINSB- Z__PRO- KEYPUNCNEDBYCXT - I SPECIALC.HARACEASI SYMBaLIC AND FORTRAN OFORTEAN SoUts 
BY ,DO94 SYMBOLIC VERWlEONoOFcOAoES___ :NT F. CODING FORM 
SYBOL E .TI.ON A ADECOMMENTS SOEC 
.1I IUVOR I YDOrRAA STATEMENT 
. . . ' 
...
s, " u .... 
It I 
TITLE CARD- SIiP1LECI IRIIUII IIFI IIRIpI~iI III111 11I I;I'IICIII IU, 11111 I II I IR 
:TITLE qI Ei TO CIRCUIT TQ BE ANALYZED 
I 
I 
lt 11 l111 t11lt1111111111 IiIEltttt
llllitlIlCAR 1-'--- , gill,0 , ill 1111111tl1 
I I I I I I I I II I I I I IC R 1.I * I . I I . .I 
'BATTERY CHARGER LOAD NUMBER ("0" if not used) 
I INl ER OF INVERTERS 
I11 1 I I I I II I tI I I I I I II I I I I tI . . I I . . . . . . 




I I I1 I I I J I I 




t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 I I l I l t 
, 
I I I I I t 
I 
I I I I 
r t I 
I I I I I  I I I
I I I I
CARD 2 - 1 

I I11 I I
I I I T I I t I i I I I I I I 1l Ii I [ I I IL 

I H I I t
 
1 1.t I. I. I [ I I 1 I I I I I I I [ I 1 I I 
INVERTE NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH TE SECOND DC LOAD
 IIIIII I I __I _II I I__ 1 __I I ___ I I _t _ II I I II II ttI 
r fit.L. 111151 iI 1 111111 i1 I IlIllIlI i LOAD 
INVERTER NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH THE FIRST D LOAD0 
lii NU S 

J I I II 1 1 1. I 1I





SBIACII NUI:BER CONTAINING THE SECOND DCLOAD, 
I r I I I I I
BRAJUII NUMBER CONTAIN IIG FIRST OC LOAD I t 1 I ',I [ I I I I I I I I I l l 11a I I ti t1 I tI I1 I{ I I I i I I 

IUMBER p rC LOADS USED FbR INVERTER LOADS (MINIMUM OF I) I I I I I I IJI." 
I
I I I I I 1 1i 1I 1 I ij I 
I I I I
1 ­f ~~ ~ ~ ~II . . . . . . .ti. . . . I I1 I I I I I I L I II I - I I I I I I 
I"
I 
.2J4L L! IA lllI I uiI IIWi l 1 11 11 111 111 ll 11 11~I m{ xJ A~ OI hll t 
FIGURE 3-6. INPUT CARD LISTING - EXAMPLE (CONTINUED)
SOA~j -- PRIORITY TRW SYSTEMS CARD57OCK PACE _2.OF 4 C NAM_ __ PRO.LEM NO HOUSTONCOMPUTING CENTER PN -
COOING FORM 07094 SIPABOLC VERIEDe O.NOOf CAADnq 
N E $ 

C AO 
 SEQUEN CE 
r sl mXmol . S I M EANT$ I G O C E M Nu M PA A 
I I I I I I IgiNiI igTgigiI7
.iI[ IC 2 R 1 
;SIiUHBER ASSOCIAYED WITH I1NVERTER 2 (CONTINUES FdR REMAINING INVERTERS) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 tl l lI $ I Ii i l I I 11 1 1 1 1 1111 1 1 1 l l l I1 1 1 1 1 1 B1I I BER ASUSOCIATED:WITH INVERTER Ii i 
IUMBER P 4C LOAD BUSES SIJPPLIED BY INVERTERS l l l ll l l 1 
gI
1 Ilit I I I I I I I I I II I I I gl l l i I I. l l 
j ~ tlu g i i ' i gl t t l r 
l l l l l i 
.... 1 .. .. 11..[ I 11 1 11..1 1 1 t 1 t 1...3.1.. tIii 
I I I 
i g glg ll l r lillg l l l~llligg gi i ilig 11 1t 111 iIi' l ili ii i~glllg 
li lll ,I fl t 
. . . . I ! I t I 1 I i t 1 ] I 
LIMITS- -- 01 ,, 22 . 11i1 
gill 1l 1 l111 1 11 li g gltl L Iill 1111 1111 t l ~ l lllll t 
UIDERVOLTAGE 2;  11 13 1i~ t l { t t t I I I t I I I 1 I I IIi I I A - . . i 
t l 
Il gll 1ill 1111111111 lii ll llIuii ril 
t t l t t 
IIl~ll l~l~l i l i l f t a 
:oIE UuOEI VLTACE FOREAC( NODE. IF NOUNDERVOLTAGE LINITIAPPL!ES, USE- 1 FORTHiE LIMIT. 




1 1 l t t j t 
I 1 1 11 1111 illllllilllll II111 11111 i I lgig l gll' 1111 
1 1
 
i I II .I . . .il L I.L ..I . 
1 1 t 1 
I I I l l u r g I Il l 1 
1 

57 j g g ii 1 i11 1 1 11 lli1 
1 
1 l ~lll1 11 11 11I,201 . t F i11 1,l I b.1 ,llll l lu~ll 3 "1_________________l_____________________4n$I I
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3.2.2 Variable Data
 
Input variables for Phase IIare provided to extend the flexibility of
 
the program for conducting electrical power system parametric studies and to
 
eliminate many program modifications that would occur due to the evolution of
 
vehicle and hardware design. Table 3-1 lists all Phase II variables with
 
maximum dimension, input method, units, and definition.
 
The two methods of inputing the variable data into Phase II are by data
 
tape and card deck. The method used by each variable is defined inTable 3-1.
 
The values of the variables that are listed on the data tape will be overriden
 
by card deck input. The only card deck modifications that can be made to the
 
Phase I interface tape are the changing of a component power level at data
 
initialization and changing a switch position during the timeline.
 
Figure 3-7 shows the card deck setup for inputing the initialization
 
data. Figure 3-8 shows the individual card readout for the initialization
 
input data for the circuit described in Figure 3-3. When the Phase I
 
interface tape is used, the card deck input LOAD VARIABLES in Table 3-1 are
 




Changing the variable values through the card deck timeline input is
 
discussed in Section 3.3.
 
3.3 CARD TIMELINE DATA INPUT
 
The card timeline provides a means of access to the Phase II program
 
during a timeline run to inject changes at desired time point.
 




2. Switch position (changes circuit configuration)
 
3. State-of-charge on battery
 
4. Operating temperature of fuel cell
 








































Ac load for inverter AC BUS (I),Variable 
not used when Phase II is driven by an 
interface tape 
AC load power factor for AC BUS (I)corres­
ponding to loads inACPOW(I). Not used 
with interface tape 
Constant power load for LOAD (I),Variable 
not used when PHASE II is driven by an 
interface tape 
Constant resistive power load for LOAD (I),
PP(I) and/or PR(I) may be used to represent 
LOAD (I),Variable not used when PHASE II is 
driven by an interface load 
DC power required by battery charger when 
charging batteries 
*ID= INITIALIZATION DATA 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE 
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LABEL 	 MAX DATA CARD* UNITS
 




CVAL(I) (25) X ID Component power value to be used in PHASE II
 
calculations in lieu of the component loads in
 
TPLOAD. NOTE: LOC 1-5 for F/C 1-5 noncyclic
 
loads and LOC 6-10 for F/C 1-5 cyclic loads
 




NCTP(I) (25) X ID For each LOAD in CVAL, defines if the load is
 
constant power (>0) or constant resistance (=0)
 
NCNTC X ID Number of loads defined in CVAL
 



















FUEL CELL VARIABLES 
FCTA(I,J) 
0ture 
(9,7) X ID Array containing fuel cell I-V curves as a 
function of temperature 
I = No. of points 
J = 1 is current value (amps)
J = 2 thru 7 voltage level at each tempera­
of FCTN 





















Operating temperature of fuel cell (I) 
No. of current points used in FCTA 
Initial quantity of hydrogen available 
Initial quantity of oxygen available 
Hydrogen use rate based on amp-hour require­
ments 
OUR X ID LBS/ 
AMP-HR 
Oxygen use rate based on amp-hour requirements 
HR X ID LBS/ 
HR 
Hydrogen purge rate 
OR X ID LBS/ 
HR 
Oxygen purge rate 
*ID= INITIALIZATION DATA 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE 
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TABLE 3-1. INPUT DATA VARIABLES FOR PHASE II (Cont'd)
 
INPUT METHOD 
LABEL MAX DATA CARD* UNITS 
DIM TAPE DECK DEFINITIONS 
FUEL CELL VARIABLES 
HPT X ID SEC Hydrogen purge time 
OPT X ID SEC Oxygen purge time 
PIH X ID HRS Interval between hydrogen purges 
PIO X ID HRS Interval between oxygen purges 
TPH(I) (5) X ID HRS Time of last hydrogen purge for fuel cell (I) 
MET 
TPO(I) (5) X ID HRS Time of last oxygen purge for fuel cell (I) 
MET 
WPR X ID LBS/ 
AMP-HR Fuel cell water production rate 
H2U X ID LBS Unusable hydrogen quantity 
02U X ID LBS Unusable oxygen quantity 
FCLIM(I) (3) X ID WATTS Fuel cell power limits, 1 = peak, 2 = average, 
3 = minimum 
TIMV(I) (3) X ID HRS Length of time that fuel cell power limits 
apply, I = peak, 2 = average, 3 = minimum 
TMAXFC X ID HRS Maximum time step thru fuel cell thermal model 
*ID m INITIALIZATION DATA 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE 
TABLE 3-1. INPUT DATA VARIABLES FOR PHASE II (Cont'd)
 
INPUT METHOD 
LABEL MAX DATA CARD* UNITS 
DIM TAPE DECK DEFINITIONS 
FUEL CELL VARIABLES 
FCWPI(I) (5) X ID WATTS Parasitic pump and logic loads for fuel cell 
(I)- constant power 
FCWP2(I) (5) X ID WATTS Parasitic heater cyclic load for fuel cell (I) 
constant resistance 
SSTVI(IJ) (10,2) X ID OF/ The T-I curve which the fuel cell follows as the 
AMP fuel cell temperature reaches its steady state 
value. J = I is Temp., J = 2 is current 
FCLTL X ID OF Fuel cell lower temperature limit ­ heaters 
turn "ON". 
FCHOL X ID OF Fuel cell high temperature limit - heater turns 
"OFF". 
FCHTL X ID OF Fuel cell redline limit ­ diagnostic warning 
BATTERY VARIABLES 
CSUBD(I) (6) X ID AMP- Battery amp-hour capacity for battery (1) 
fIRS 
SOC(l) (6) X ID& PER- Battery (I)initial state-of-charge 
CTL CENT 
*ID = INITIALIZATION DATA 
CTL = CARD TINELINE 
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LABEL 	 MAX DATA CARD* UNITS
 








XNC(I) (6) X ID Number of cells inbattery I 
EFFAVR X ID PER- Average amp-hour efficiency during charging 
Ln CENT 
SOCA(I,J,K) (7,6,2) X ID 	 Battery I-V curves versus
 
temperature, and battery group.
 
I = No. of points,
 
J = 1 is current,
 
J = 2 to 6 voltage at temperature 	of IT,
 
K = battery group 1 or 2 (1 = group of 3 
common batteries) (2= group of common 
batteries). (per cell voltage) 




J = battery group
 
NSOCA X ID No. of points used in SOCA for each IVcurve
 
SOCUL X ID Minimum battery SOC limit
 
*ID = INITIALIZATION DATA
 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE
 
TABLE 3-1. INPUT DATA VARIABLES FOR PHASE II (Cont'd)
 
INPUT METHOD 
LABEL MAX DATA CARD* UNITS 
DIM TAPE DECK DEFINITIONS 
DISTRIBUTION CIRCUIT VARIABLES 
R(I) (100) X ID OHMS Branch (I)line resistance 
5(I) (100) X ID& Branch (I)switch position (1 = closed, 0 Open) 
CTL 
ICRCT(I,J) (100,4) X 
SI 
ID Branch (I)definition 
= Branch No., 
J = 1 is node number current out, 
J = 2 is node number current in, 
J = 3 is source number, 
J = 4 is load number 
NCRT X ID Maximum or highest branch number in ICRCT 
CRCT(I,J) (100,6) X ID Branch (I)diode or RPC definition 
I = Branch No., 
J = 1 is diode voltage drop, 
J = 2 is diode forward resistance, 
J = 3 is reverse resistance, 
J = 4 is RPC no load resistance, 
J = 5 is forward or reverse resistance being used, 









Undervoltage limit for node (1) 
Tolerance on node voltage solutions (normally 10 5) 
CTL 
*ID= INITIALIZATION DATA 






























POWER SOURCE VARIABLE (Other than Batt & F/C)
 
X ID& Type 3 source IVcurve,
 
CTL I = Number of points,
 
J = 2 is current value,
 
J = 1 is voltage value
 




X ID& Type 4 source I-V curve,
 
CTL I = Number of points,
 
J = 2 is current values,
 
J = l is voltage values
 




*ID = INITIALIZATION DATA
 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE
 




LABEL 	 MAX DATA CARD* UNITS
 




MET ID HRS Simulation start time
 








JPRINT ID Flag to request initialization data to be
 
printed out. Value > 1
 
IPRNT CTL Flag to request a formatted printout at a
 




ISOLVC CTL Flag to request a circuit solution at a
 












*ID = INITIALIZATION DATA 
CTL = CARD TIMELINE 
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LABEL 	 MAX DATA CARD* UNITS
 




















IABORT CTL Set > 0 to abort simulation
 
_ICHRG(I) (3) CTL Charge Flag to initiate charging of battery (I)
 




*ID = INITIALIZATION DATA
 















" FIGURE 3-8. INITIALIZATION DATA CARD LISTING - EXAMPLE
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'8.Node voltage solution tolerance
 
9. 	Battery charger load value and initiate charging
 
10. 	 Change ac bus connections to inverters
 
11. 	 Request circuit solution and formatted printout
 
12. 	 Change ground reference node
 
13. 	 Number of points in developing "OTHER" source I-V curve
 
14. 	 "OTHER" source I-V curve points
 
15. 	Maximum time step increment
 
The variables that can be used in the card timeline are listed in
 
Table 3-1. The deck setup for card timeline input isshown in Figure 3-9.
 
Example card readout for timeline input is shown inFigure 3-10.
 
3.4 	FORMATTED PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION
 
The formatted printouts available from SEPS Phase IIare discussed inthe
 
subsequent paragraphs of this section and examples of each type of printed
 
output are provided. The user can select or omit the Phase II printout by
 
proper selection of the options described on the option card (Section 4.1).
 
3.4.1 DC Distribution Network Status
 
Figure 3-11 depicts the formatted printout for the Distribution Network
 
parameters. The length of the printout will vary as a function of the number
 
of branches in the circuit.
 
3.4.2 	Source Status and Cryogenic Usage
 
Figure 3-12 depicts the formatted printout for source.status, cryo status,
 
and inverter status. The width of the printout will vary as a function of
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DC/AC LOAD 8329.4440 REFERENCE NODE 2T-ACCUR~tV- .O010 SOLUTIONS ATTFPTFO 5 TOTAL "SOURCE POWER 903270T63 TOTAL 
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f .URE 3-12. SOURCE AND INVERTER STATUS, ANDCRYOGENIC USAGE. 
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3.4.3 Constraint Analysis Printout
 
The Constraint violation printout as shown in Figure 3-13 will be
 
provided at the end of the Phase II run if requested by the user.
 
3.4.4 	Phase II COMUSE Printout
 
Phase II COMUSE Printout is the same as described for Phase I (Section
 






Phase II provides three separate plot tapes, selected at the option of
 
the user (see 4.1 Program Option Cards), which can be used to plot selected
 
Electrical Power System parameters as a function of mission elapsed time.
 
Table 3-2 defines the Shuttle plot parameters available while Table 3-3
 
defines the plot parameters available for ASTP CSM Ill and ASTP CSM 119.
 
3.6 	 PHASE II INTERFACE TAPE
 
Phase II of the SEPS program provides an interface tape, as an output,
 
which is exactly like the Phase I interface tape (Section 2.6) except that
 
power values are at the load operating voltages rather than at 28 volts dc.
 
The Phase II interface tape is used as input to COMUSE to provide a load/sub­
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& 9 
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.00 3 61 .0000 .9000
 
.00 3 62 09000 .0000
 
.00 3 84 250.0000 269.5Sq0
 
.13 3 11 .0000 .0000
 
.13 3 22 .0000 .*0o0
 
.13 3 36 .0000 .O000
 
.13 3 37 .0000 .nooc 
.13 3 61 .0000 .0000 
.13 3 62 .0000 .0000 
.33 3 II ,GOoo *OOO 
.33 3 12 .0000 ocO 
.33 3 36 .0000 .0000 
.33 3 37 *OGOC .00po 
.33 3 62 .0OC .nano 
.33 3 62 .Oao0 .000 
.5n 3 It .OCOc *00O 
.So 3 12 .0000 .nOO0 
.53 3 36 .0O00 .vOrO 
.S 3 37 .DCO .OOO 







































Inverter No. 1 dc Load 
Inverter No. 2 dc ,Load 
Inverter No. 3 dc Load 
Total Inverter dc Load 






Bus (Node) Voltages 
65
 
TABLE 3-3. ASTP PLOT PARAMETERS
 
The following are the word locations and word content for the SEPS ASTP
 
PLOT TAPES generated for CSM 111 or CSM 119. The parameter values will be
 
provided at each SEPS time point which includes all load changes.
 
WORD NO. CSM 111 WORD CONTENT 

1 Mission Time in Hours (GET) 

2 Total ac Power 

3 Total dc Power 

4-6 Power Out of Fuel Cells 1-3 

7 Total Fuel Cell Power 

B-10 Fuel Cell 1-3 Current 

11-13 Fuel Cell 1-3 Voltage 

14-16 Battery A,B,C Current 

17-19 Battery A,B,C Voltage 

20-22 Battery A,BC Ampere Hours 

23-25 Fuel Cell 1-3 Temperature 





























27 Quantity H2 Remaining Tank 1 26
 
28 Quantity H2 Remaining Tank 2 27
 
29 Quantity 02 Remaining Tank 1 28
 
30 Quantity 02 Remaining Tank 2 29
 
31 Total Fuel Cell Current 30
 
32 Total Battery Current 31
 
33 Total Spacecraft Current 32
 
34 Percent 02 Remaining Tank 1 33
 
35 Percent 02 Remaining Tank 2 34
 
36 Percent H2 Remaining Tank 1 35
 
37 Percent H2 Remaining Tank 2 36
 
38 CM Main Bus A Voltage 37
 
39 CM Main Bus B Voltage 38
 








CSM 119 WORD CONTENT
 
Same as CSM ill
 
Same as CSM 111
 
Same as CSM Ill
 
Fuel Cell 1-2 Current
 
Fuel Cell 1-2 Voltage
 
Battery A,B,C Descent Current
 
Battery A,B,C, Descent Voltage
 
Battery A,B,C, Descent Ampere Hr
 
Fuel Cell 1-2 Temperature
 
Same as CSM ill
 
Same as CSM 111
 
Power Out of Fuel Cells 1-2
 




4.0 	PHASE I/PHASE II RUN PROCEDURES
 
4.1 	 PROGRAM OPTION CARDS
 
There are two option cards and one abort card that are used to define
 
program operation. The first option card isused to request what type of
 
analysis is to be performed and the output data to be obtained. The options
 




The second card is a "units" card. This card tells the program where
 
the data required for Phase I and Phase II analysis can be located (i.e.,
 
circuit description, fixed data, etc.). The "units" card works in conjunction
 
with where the user has assigned the tapes and the card deck inputs. The
 
assignment location is based on the "1108 I/0 UNITS" definition. The "units"
 
card format is given inTable 4-2.
 
The abort card tells the program at what time to cease timeline analysis.
 
The abort card format is given in Table 4-3. Ifthe abort card is not used,
 
the program will use an abort time of 500 hours.
 




4.2 	PHASE I DECK SETUP
 
4.2.1 	 Tape Assignments
 
The first cards to appear in the deck after the run card are those which
 
assign the tapes necessary for a Phase I execution to appropriate tape units.
 




2. 	SEPS Data Base Tape
 
3. 	Working-Tapes (or Fastrand) - unit "0"(not zero) must be assigned
 
and 	another for JVMMPS timeline
 
4. Tape for Dictionary and Interface
 
Other units can be assigned tapes to obtain optional analysis. E.g., Unit
 





OPTION CARD FORMAT 
CARD 
COL 
1 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
2 > 0 % 
= 0 or blank 
3 > 0 
0 or blank 
4 Not Used 
5 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
6 - 9 Not Used 
10 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
11 - 19 Not Used 
20 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
21 - 28 Not Used 
29 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
30 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
31 > 0 









Do not execute Phase II
 
Plot on Printer 1
 
Do not plot on Printer 1
 
Use 3 point load data,
 
Do not use 3 point load data
 
Print each PhaseII timepoint
 




Execute Phase II COMUSE
 
Do not execute COMUSE
 
Suppress analysis part 1
 
Do not suppress analysis part 1
 
Execute Phase I COMUSE
 
Do not Execute Phase I COMUSE
 






TABLE 4-1 (CONTINUED) 











= 0 or blank 
> 0 
= 0 or blank 
> 0 




- 0 or blank 
> 0 
= 0 or blank 
> 0 
- 0 or blank 
39 > 0 
= 0 or blank 
40 > 0 
41 - 60 
















Suppress COMUSE component analysis
 
Do not suppress COMUSE comp. analysis
 
At the end of each mission phase









No Mission Phase analysis
 
Suppress cycled component listing
 




















TABLE 4-I (CONTINUED) 
OPTION CARD FORMAT 
CARD 
COL 
61-65 REAL NO. 
66-70 REAL NO. 
71-75 INTEGER 




Dead Band Width, Atl, for Phase I.
 
All Timeline events which occur
 
within the Interval from t to t +
 
Atl will be grouped together and be
 
made to occur at Time = t.
 




Phase IIprint control - print out
 




Print Control Flag JPRINT
 
< 1 Not Operative 







COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 48 CONTAIN CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO DEFINE THE UNIT AND FILE FOR 12 DATA FILES.
 
EACH DATA FILE REQUIRES FOUR COLUMNS. 



































THE FIRST TWO ARE FOR THE UNIT NUMBER AND THE REMAINING
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR COMPONENTS
 
FILE NUMBER FOR COMPONENTS
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR PROCEDURES
 
FILE NUMBER FOR PROCEDURES
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR ACTIVITIES
 
FILE NUMBER FOR ACTIVITIES
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR TIMELINE
 
FILE NUMBER FOR TIMELINE
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR FIXED DATA
 










UNIT NUMBER FOR INTERFACE PHASE I
 






COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 48 CONTAIN CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO DEFINE THE UNIT AND FILE FOR 12 DATA FILES.
 
EACH DATA FILE REQUIRE FOUR COLUMNS. 



































THE FIRST TWO ARE FOR THE UNIT NUMBER AND THE REMAINING
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR PLOT PHASE I
 
FILE NUMBER FOR PLOT PHASE I
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR INTERFACE PHASE II
 
FILE NUMBER FOR INTERFACE PHASE II
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR PLOT PHASE II
 
FILE NUMBER FOR PLOT PHASE II
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR DICTIONARY
 
FILE NUMBER FOR DICTIONARY
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR CIRCUIT DEFINITION
 
FILE NUMBER FOR CIRCUIT DEFINITION
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR CONSTRAINTS
 
FILE NUMBER FOR CONSTRAINTS
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR SUBSYSTEM DEF
 
FILE NUMBER FOR SUBSYSTEM DEF
 
UNIT NUMBER FOR MISSION PHASES
 










11-20 ABORT TIME IN DECIMAL HOURS 
The time given isthat at which the processing of
 
timeline is to terminate. If this card is omitted,
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4.2.2 CUR 
The execution of program CUR at the begidning of a SEPS run serves to
 




The 	execution of program WLCCIT is not a prerequisite to a SEPS execution.
 
It is used only as a means of making changes to the SEPS data tape when
 
necessary or when creating a new data tape. The changes are made file by file
 
and in order as the files appear on the data tape. A new tape ismade from
 




The execution of program JVMMPS creates a detailed mission timeline. It
 
takes designated files from the data tape which contain timeline blocks
 
(described in the timeline section) and puts them together in time sequence
 
to form a mission timeline for Phase I analysis by SEPS. Refer to Appendix G
 




The first card following the "execute" card is an pption card. The
 




E.g., 1 in Col 1 - execute Phase I analysis
 
1 in Col 30 - execute COMUSE
 




The next card encountered is a "units" card. This card tells the program
 
which tape unit and which file contain the data required for Phase I analysis.
 
Units card format isgiven inTable 4-2.
 
The third card usually encountered is the mission abort card. It contains
 
a single time at which the analysis must cease.
 
Mission phase cards, if used, are next encountered. These phases
 




1. Card identifier - "MM"
 
2. Dead band width - if different from that on option card
 
3. Mission Phase End - in decimal hours
 
4. Mission Phase Title
 
The card format is given in Table 4-4. The data also can be included on
 




Appendices A, B, and C provide examples of Phase I run decks for 1) saving
 
no output tapes, 2)using WLCCIT, and 3) saving interface and plot output tapes.
 
4.3 	 DECK SETUP FOR PHASE IIRUN AND PHASE I/PHASE II RUNS
 
The deck setup shown in Figure 4-2 is used for all Phase IIruns. The
 
option and units cards direct the program in selecting the timeline mode (if
 
interface tape is used or not used). The following subsections discuss the
 








THE FORMAT OF THE MISSION PHASE CARDS ISAS FOLLOWS
 
CARD COLUMN PURPOSE 




DEAD BAND WIDTH, Atl, PER THIS MISSION PHASE 
IF VALUE = 0 USE Atl FROM OPTION CARD. 
11-20' MISSION PHASE END TIME INDECIMAL HOURS. 
21-56 MISSION PHASE TITLE 
THE TIME IS GIVEN AT WHICH THIS MISSION PHASE ISTO END. THE CARDS MUST BE IN
 
ASCENDING TIME ORDER. THIS GROUP OF CARDS MUST BE TERMINATED BY A CARD WITH 'EE'
 
IN CARD COLUMNS 1-2. THE PURPOSE OF THESE CARDS ISTO SEPARATE THE TIMELINE INTO
 







Is not required with 
a Phase I Interface 






SECTION 4.2.4 0 
SECTON42.4OPERATION 
SECTION 4.2.3 WLCCITSOPERATION 













" Is not required with a
TIMELINE Phase I Interface Tape
 















WLCCIT IOptional - If any distribution circuit
 




FIGURE 4-2 (CONTINUED) 
COMPLETE DECK SETUP FOR PHASE IIOR PHASE II
 




ineach block to conduct an interface tape timeline run or a card deck timeline
 
run. To incorporate both the interface tape and card deck timeline inputs to
 
be used in one run the interface tape deck setup with appropriate information
 
isused with only the addition of the card deck timeline input.
 
4.3.1 	 Tape Assignments
 
The first cards to appear in the deck after the run card are those which
 
assign the tapes necessary for a Phase IIexecution to appropriate units. The
 




2. 	SEPS Data Base Tape
 








2. 	SEPS Data Tape
 
3. 	Working Tape - unit lP" 
4. Interface Tape with compacted dictionary
 




2. 	SEPS Data Tape
 
3. 	Working Tape unit "P"for Phase II (could be Fastrand)
 
4. 	Interface tape and compacted dictionary for Phase I output
 




7. WLCCIT (ifdata changes are made to SEPS data tape)
 
Other units can be assigned tapes to obtain optional analysis:
 
1. 	Phase II interface tape (required for Phase IICOMUSE)
 
2. 	Plot tapes for Phase I and II
 








The execution of CUR serves to load the PCF tape into core. Figure'4-3
 




The execution of program WLCCIT isnot a prerequisite to a SEPS
 
execution. It is used as a means of making changes or additions to the SEPS
 
data tape. The changes are made file by file and in order as the files appear
 
on the data tape. See Figure 4-4 for explanation of WLCCIT input cards.
 




The execution of program JVMMPS creates a detailed mission timeline.
 
It takes designated files from the data tape which contain timeline blocks
 
(described in the timeline section) and puts them together intime sequence
 
to form a mission timeline for Phase I analysis by SEPS. The cards for JVMMPS
 
would only be required if Phase I is run for developing an interface tape
 




The first three cards following XQT SEPS are the options, units and
 
abort cards which are discussed inSection 4.1 and 4.2. Examples of the cards
 
used for a card timeline run are shown in Figure 4-1. The next group of
 
cards are for fixed data changes and data initialization. The data cards are
 
discussed in Section 3.2 and example listing of the cards are shown in
 
Figure 3-8. The final group of cards are the timeline cards. These cards are
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BUILD NEW DATA FILE WITH CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION INPUT
 
Card 1: Execute FILDUP 
Card 2: Units Card A = Unit where data tape 
is located 
B = Unit where new change 
tape is located 
C = Is number of files to 
be copied on new tape. 
(new circuit will be 
stored in next file) 
Card 3: Execute WLCCIT 
Card 4: Units Card D = Card reader input with 
circuit description data 
on cards 
B = Unit where new change 
tape is loaated 
Card 5- N: Circuit Description 
Cards Cards that define circuit 
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The input deck set-up consists of the execute card and a units card.
 
The units card utilizes free field format, the first variable is the
 
physical unit designation of where the tape ismounted and the second
 










This program isused to give a component and/or mission phase
 




The input deck set-up consists of the execute card, a units
 
card, and a time frame definition card. Both the units card and the
 




COMPARISON PROGRAM INPUT (CMPDAT)
 


























































Mission Phase Analysis Flag
 
Standard Analysis Start Time
 
Standard Analysis End Time
 
Standard Analysis Delta Shift
 
Comparison Analysis Start Time
 
Comparison Analysis End Time
 










This program isused to make changes to the component definition
 




The input deck set-up consists of the execute card, a units
 
card, and a set of component change cards. The units card utilizes
 
free field format and contains, first the input physical unit designation
 
and secondly the output physical unit designation. The component
 
change cards utilize a fixed format, obviously the same format as the
 
component definition cards. The user inputs the component number,
 
mode, and the new information in its correct field location. Any
 
change to a field changes the complete field, i.e., it is not
 














The input deck set-up consists of the execute card and a set of
 
units cards. The units cards utilize free field format. The first
 
variable isthe input physical unit designation, the second isthe
 












This program is used to concatenate several timeline files
 




The input deck set-up consists of the execute card, a units card,
 
and a set of file definition cards. The units card utilizes free
 
field format and contains the physical unit designation of the output
 


























This program is used to construct a tape able to be plotted





The input deck set-up consists of the execute card, a units card,
 
and a set of component cards. The units card utilizes free field
 
format and consists of eight variables:
 












='0 Print time history of component operation
 
> 0 Suppress print
 
7 Analysis start time
 
8 Analysis stop time
 
The component cards utilize free field format and contain the
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STLPLT CARD DECK SETUP 
G-9
 
STLPLT CARD 1 
CARD 1 (One Card Per Execution) 










Input tape unit 
'File no. 
Wordlocation of time 
8-9 Blank 
10-12 r NWORDS Number of words per logical record 
13 r PTYPE Type of paper form plot is to aopear on 
A- 10 inch by up to 41 inches of blank vellum 
B- 10 inch by up to 41 inches of continuous grid 
C- 7 inch by 10 inch of grid 
0-10 inch by 15 inch of grid 
o 
Ifno choice ismade STLPLT assumes form Type B is 
to be used. 
14-15 Blank 




symbol appearance every ISFRGth point 
symbol frequency of appearance every 
20th point 
point plot isto be made 
21-44 L STITUE Standard message to appear on all plots 
CARDCARD 22 (One Card Per Time Segment) 
STLPLT CARD 2 
COL JUSTIFICATION VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
1-10 r NP Number of plots this time segment 
11-20 r IOPT Word location of the independent variable 
21-30 r NREP* Number of first repeated time segment to be 
plotted 
31-40 r MREP* Number of last repeated time segment to be 
plotted 
41-50 r TSTART Starting time of segment to be plotted 
51-60 r TEND Ending time of segment to be plotted 
61-70 r BIAS X-axis bias factor 
71-80 r XO Time to appear as start of the X-axis 














STLPLT CARD 3 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DESCRIPTION 
Number of traces this plot 
X-axis scale delta factor 'perinch 
Plot title 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
a, 
Card 4 (One Per Plot) STLPLT CARD 
4 










Flag used, if value is nonzero, to override 
internal X-axis title 
Symbol appearance frequency this plot if this 
value is zero standard frequency is used 
X-axis title, if IC has a nonzero value this 
variable is used as the X-axis title 
C, 






























Y-axis title and scale suppress
 
ITTLSL = 0 no suppress
 
= I suppress scale only 
= 2 suppress both scale and title 
Index of the variable to be plotted this trace 
Step function flag for this trace
 
Value<O indicates continuous trace
 
Value>O indicates step function trace
 
Y-axis scale initial point 
Y-axis delta factor per inch
 
* For any negative or zero values the program 







This program is used to create or alter a card image tape file, as
 








Card 1: Execution Card 
Card 2: Units Card Col. 1-2: Unit where old tape to 
be changed is located or 
card reader unit 
Col. 3: Comma 
Col. 4-5: Unit where new or changed 
tape is located 
Card 3 N-2: Changes - Card 3: Line # where change is 
to be made and/or after 
-X, Y Card for Line 
Change and/or 
data insertion 
which new data is to be 
inserted. (Line # not 
required when making new 
-X, Card for data 
insertion only 
tape from cards) 
9-16
 
Card 4 N-1: New or Changed Data
 
Card N : -ENDEND
 
WLCCIT is the machine equivalent to physically removing data cards
 
















To delete data and add data: 
Card 4: - 10, 15 Followed by data 
to be inserted. 
Deletes lines 
10 15 inclusive 




Card 4: - 10, Followed by data
 
cards.
 
Inserts new data
 
after line addressed
 
on Card 1.
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